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Viparis has drafted a set of health safety guidelines for

event venues, entitled "SAFE V". Every point of contact

between Viparis and its stakeholders has been identified to

define a fully comprehensive safety protocol. As a trusted

third party, Bureau Veritas will help validate this protocol,

based on the latest recommendations of health authorities.

Audits of venues will be conducted, which may lead to

certification recognised by Bureau Veritas.

The following guidelines have been designed to explain to

exhibitors safety measures undertaken by Viparis.

They contain extensive recommendations and cover every

aspect of your event. The Exhibitor Services teams are

available to answer any questions you may have, and

provide you with all the support you need.

These guidelines will be updated to reflect the most recent

decisions made by France's health authorities, so please

ensure that you have the latest version as you prepare to

take part in your event.
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1-1.  Appointment of a 
COVID-19 contact person 
for each Viparis site 

COVID contacts are responsible for: 

▪ Enforcing protocols on site, as well as with service providers and 

customers.

▪ Updating service providers and customers.

▪ Carrying out random checks and passing on feedback concerning 

preventive and corrective measures

• Parc des Expositions de la Porte 

de Versailles 

• Paris Nord Villepinte 

• Paris Le Bourget 

• Espace Champerret 

• Espace Grande Arche 

• Palais des Congrès de Paris 

• Palais des Congrès d’Issy les 

Moulineaux 

• Hôtel Salomon de Rothschild

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES
SAFETY 
MEASURES

Your Project Manager can keep you updated on the health and safety

measures in force.

Viparis has appointed a COVID-19 contact 
person for each site, who will work closely with 
the COVID-19 manager: 



1-2.  Car parks
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All car park entrances will be equipped with signage and hand sanitiser

dispensers. They will also be installed in the following locations: site

entrances from car parks, electric vehicle charging stations, car park

lobbies and ticket machines.

If the car park lobby and lifts are fitted with public address systems, an

announcement will be made every 15 minutes concerning

precautionary measures and recommending that masks be worn.

Cleaning and disinfection will be carried out at least once per day for

contact points (doors, door handles, handrails, ticket machines, lift

buttons, etc...).

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES
SAFETY 
MEASURES

In its own car parks, Viparis will oversee:

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures and recommending that 

masks be worn

▪ Hand sanitiser dispensers (including at car park reception areas)

▪ Floor stickers indicating queues

▪ Single-direction pedestrian aisles for indoor car parks

▪ New maximum capacities for lifts

▪ Waste bins for disposable PPE

If Viparis does not manage the car park, it will contact the manager to 

ensure that the necessary safety measures are taken.

At sites where Viparis manages the car park 
system (Paris Expo Porte de Versailles, Paris 
Nord Villepinte, Paris Le Bourget, CNIT), the 
following safety measures are fully applicable:
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1-3.  Loading docks
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To facilitate vehicle checks, drivers must have their Logipass access sticker

on their vehicles' dashboard when they arrive at the site.

As mentioned on the Logipass website, unregistered vehicles and those

arriving outside their assigned time-slots will be turned away. The Logipass

site also details precautionary measures to be taken and states that masks are

recommended (or mandatory, depending on the organiser's decision) for all

services providers and companies present on site. It also includes specific

instructions to be followed prior to arrival.

These instructions can also be found on Viparis Store 

(https://www.viparisstore.com) and in information provided by Exhibitor Services.

Each loading dock will be equipped with:

▪ A hand sanitiser dispenser at all delivery entrances and near goods lifts

▪ Dispensers will also be placed in shared spaces, near vending machines

and in washrooms

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures and recommending that masks be

worn. This will be visible from the delivery entrance and will be placed on

each door leading to a site's pavilion / hall / room or entrance.

▪ One or more waste bins for disposable PPE.

Checks will be carried out from a distance when vehicles arrive at the site, via

automatic number-plate recognition, loading dock personnel using tablets and

cellphones to scan license plates or pre-registered vehicles displaying a print-

out of the Logipass authorisation. There will be no physical contact. Vehicles

that have not pre-registered must return at a later time-slot after they have

registered.

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

For the purposes of organising deliveries and maintaining social distancing, pre-registration with Logipass (or an equivalent system provided by the

organiser) is mandatory. Logipass is Viparis's system that companies involved in the setup and dismantling of events use to schedule site access for

their vehicles. https://logipass.viparis.com/.

Logipass is used for the majority of Viparis events. If your organiser has chosen another registration software, please follow his or her instructions.



1-4.  Pedestrian entrances and access from public 
transport
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EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES
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At pedestrian entrances, Viparis will be responsible for:

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures to be taken and stating that

masks are recommended (or mandatory, depending on the organiser's

decision).

▪ Hand sanitiser dispensers inside the complex, located within 50 metres

of entrances

▪ Ground stickers outside each pedestrian entrance

▪ One or more vending machines near each entrance offering face

masks. Masks will also be available at Relay-type newsagents.

▪ One or more waste bins for disposable Personal Protection Equipment

located near exits

PLEASE NOTE:

The organisation of visitor flows and the separation of entry and exit flows

will be decided upon with the organiser prior to the event.

Signage for visitors will adapted based on this.
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1-5. Reception areas managed by Viparis (in shared
spaces), and exhibitor reception areas (in hired spaces
when events are underway)

JUNE 2020EXHIBITORS GUIDELINES

▪ Installation of a plexiglass barrier between staff and the general public.

Social distancing measures will also be enforced either by means of a

plexiglass barrier between workstations or by blocking off every other

chair.

▪ Cleaning of reception areas during periods of activity. Viparis's service

providers will disinfect contact points on a daily basis. In addition,

Viparis will provide reception staff with disinfectant wipes to carry out

additional cleaning of particularly high-use contact points.

▪ PPE worn by Viparis reception staff, in accordance with the instructions

or guidelines sent to the service provider in question.

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

For visitors in reception areas:

▪ A hand sanitiser dispenser

▪ A poster listing precautionary measures and recommending that masks be

worn in the immediate vicinity

▪ Floor stickers in front of reception counters and the use of a queue

management system if required

▪ One or more waste bins for disposable PPE

▪ A poster with steps to be taken if a visitor displays COVID-19 symptoms. It

is understood that the information on the poster must be in compliance with

the COVID-19 procedure established in cooperation with the organiser.

Viparis will manage its own reception counters located in public spaces:



1-6.  Public passageways 
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EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES
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Passageways will be equipped with:

▪ Floor stickers to direct visitor traffic, where necessary

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures and recommending that masks be 

worn. These should be placed every 50 metres; video displays should also 

be used

The same guidelines governing washrooms in the halls will apply to 

those in public spaces (see Chapter 1-12).



1-7.  Lounge areas in public spaces managed by 
Viparis 

13

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES
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Lounge areas will include blocked-off seats or benches with seat markings to ensure social distancing

when seats are less than 1 metre apart.

Where this is not possible, the lounge area will be closed.

In accordance with a cleaning schedule supplied to Viparis’s service provider, seats and benches will be

cleaned and contact points disinfected daily when in use.

If the lounge area is kept open, it will have a hand sanitiser dispenser, as well as signage listing

precautionary measures and recommending that masks be worn in the immediate vicinity.
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1-8.  Escalators and 
travelators

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

Escalator and travelator deck panels will be marked with stickers to help users

maintain proper social distancing.

Signs at the base of each escalator will list the following instructions:

▪ Avoid touching handrails

▪ Keep moving

▪ Maintain a safe distance or keep one step between you and other

users

▪ Where possible use the nearest stairwell

In accordance with a cleaning schedule, drawn up with Viparis’s service

provider, escalators and travelators will be cleaned daily and escalator

handrails will be disinfected.

Hand sanitiser will be available at the top and bottom of each escalator, or in

the immediate vicinity.



1-9.  Lifts

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

▪ Signage on the exterior doors or in the immediate vicinity as well as inside

the lift listing precautionary measures to be taken, and recommending that

masks be worn.

▪ Signage on the exterior doors and inside the lifts indicating maximum

capacity in order ensure social distancing with priority given to persons with

limited mobility, pregnant women and people with push chairs.

▪ Hand sanitiser dispensers outside the lift or bank of lifts (or in the immediate

vicinity) and on each floor.

▪ Signage indicating the location of the nearest stairs/escalators to reduce

elevator use and to avoid long queues from forming.

▪ Floor stickers outside each lift to enforce social distancing. These stickers

should start a few metres from the lift doors to prevent undue proximity

between those entering and exiting.

In accordance with a cleaning schedule supplied to Viparis’s service provider,

elevators will be cleaned and elevator doors and buttons will be disinfected on

a daily basis.

Each lift will be equipped with:
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1-10.  Goods lifts

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

▪ Signage on the exterior doors or in the immediate vicinity as well as

inside the goods lift listing precautionary measures to be taken, and

recommending that masks be worn.

▪ Signage on the exterior doors and inside the goods lift indicating

maximum capacity in order ensure social distancing.

▪ During setup periods, hand sanitiser dispensers on each floor outside

each goods lift or bank of lifts.

▪ Floor stickers outside each lift to enforce social distancing. These

stickers should start a few metres from the lift doors to prevent undue

proximity between those entering and exiting.

In accordance with a cleaning schedule supplied to Viparis’s service

provider, the goods lifts will be cleaned, and their buttons and doors

disinfected, daily when in use.

Each goods lift will be equipped with:
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1-11. Public washrooms managed by Viparis (in public
spaces), and those in customer areas (when events
are underway

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY MEASURES 

Prior to an event, organisers will brief exhibitors on washroom protocol,

cleaning and disinfection schedules, which washrooms will be open to the public

and washroom management during setup and disassembly.

If a washroom is closed to the public, a sign will direct visitors to the nearest one 

available

Each washroom will have:

▪ Floor stickers outside washrooms to enforce social distancing, or a set

before each stall, and another near the wasbasins.

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures to be taken, and stating that masks

are recommended (or mandatory, depending on the organiser's decision)

outside the washrooms and near the washbasins.

▪ Signage displaying each washroom’s maximum capacity.

▪ If the washroom is fitted with a public address system, an announcement

concerning precautionary measures will be broadcast every 10 minutes.
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▪ In the immediate vicinity, a clearly-marked waste bin for disposable Personal

Protection Equipment.

▪ All washroom water fountains will taken out of service

▪ Signage above hand dryers indicating they should be used only after

thorough hand washing.

▪ Unless already one meter apart, every other urinal and washbasin will be

taken out of service.

According to the cleaning schedule established with Viparis's service provider,

washrooms will be cleaned and contact points disinfected several times a day.



1-12.  Food service outlets

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

▪ Plexiglass barriers installed at customer contact points (food service

counters and cash registers).

▪ Floor stickers indicating the placement of customer queues.

▪ Hand sanitiser dispensers at the outlet’s entrance and exit (or a single

dispenser depending on the outlet’s floor plan).

▪ Signage at the start of queues listing precautionary measures and

recommending that masks be worn.

▪ Waste bins.

▪ A clearly-marked waste bin for disposable Personal Protection Equipment,

preferably placed outside the exit.

▪ Signage at cash registers listing payment methods and encouraging the use

of contactless payment.
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Tables (if used) must be spaced in compliance with measures in force

established by the health authorities.

Working with its long-term concession holders, Viparis has implemented a

set of guidelines for food service employees to ensure that the sanitary

measures for restaurants, as recommended by the health authorities, are

applied.

Food service solutions for exhibitors such as "Click & Collect" or "Click and

Deliver" will be examined in order to minimise trips to food outlets.

Viparis has introduced the following

measures for food service outlets managed

by its long-term concession holders:



1-13.  Shops

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

Every open shop at all Viparis sites must comply with the

following conditions:

▪ Each shop's maximum capacity has been calculated based on government

measures in force, and will be displayed at the shop's entrance.

Shop managers will be responsible for ensuring compliance.

▪ A hand sanitiser dispenser will be placed near the shop's entrance or just inside.

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures and stating that masks are recommended

(or mandatory, based on the shopkeeper's decision) will be placed on each shop

door.

▪ Guidelines for shops will specify:

⎯ Cleaning recommendations and safety measures for high-risk areas

⎯ How to implement government measures

⎯ Enforcement of social distancing

⎯ The placement of floor stickers outside of shops

⎯ That contactless payment methods should be encouraged

⎯ The authorisation to sell masks and hand sanitiser regardless of the shop's 

business activity

⎯ The presence of a dedicated waste bin for disposable Personal Protection 

Equipment

These guidelines will be given to each shop open to the public at a Viparis site or in a 

shopping centre
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1-14. ATMs and vending 
machines

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

▪ Masks, hand sanitiser, disinfectant wipes and disposable gloves will be

offered for sale in vending machines.

▪ A daily cleaning schedule, drawn up with the site manager, will include the

disinfection of all types of vending machines.

▪ Signage placed on or near every ATM or vending machine in the area will

indicate precautionary measures and state that masks are recommended.

▪ A hand sanitiser dispenser will be placed near every ATM or vending

machine in the area.

The following measures will apply to all ATMs and vending

machines on site:
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EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES
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▪ All air filters in the ventilation system will have been cleaned

and checked prior to resumption of operations in September. A

certificate from the service provider in charge can be provided

to organisers upon request.

▪ Spaces will have been cleaned prior to entry into the premises,

and contact points disinfected, in accordance with a cleaning

schedule established with the site's cleaning service provider.

▪ Announcements via the hall/pavilion's public address system

concerning precautionary measures and the wearing of masks

(whether mandatory or recommended, depending on the

organiser's decision) will be broadcast every 20 minutes (or at

an agreed-upon interval) during the setup and dismantling

periods and when the public is present. The organiser and

Viparis will agree on specific areas to be equipped with public

address systems, subject to the organiser's approval.

▪ Where doors have been taken out of service, signage shall

indicate the location of unlocked doors, and signage listing

precautionary measures and recommending that masks be
worn will be displayed on or in the vicinity of access doors. To

this end, Viparis will discuss with the organiser which doors of

the pavilion will be used or taken out of service.

▪ To facilitate online ordering and virtual customer attendace at

conferences, Viparis has upgraded its Wi-Fi bandwidth.

▪ Viparis will provide its customers with specific information on

how to manage air treatment facilities to combat the spread of

the coronavirus.

▪ At stands, the physical services provided by Viparis and its

direct service providers will be carried out in compliance with

cleaning and disinfection protocols. Electrical boxes and

plumbing equipment (sinks, water heaters) will be disinfected

when they are installed.

DURING AN EVENTPRIOR TO THE RESUMPTION OF OPERATIONS 

1-15.  Halls/Pavilions
Viparis shall ensure that:



1-16.  Conference and meeting rooms 

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

The occupancy of a room is determined by its configuration and its maximum

capacity, based on government measures:

To ensure that a room is line with the stipulated capacity and that social

distancing is observed:

▪ Either chairs will be spaced 1 metre apart

▪ Or, in accordance with the regulations governing Public Access Buildings,

they will be linked together and one out of every two (or two out of every

three) chairs will be blocked off. Potentially, for amphitheatre or meeting-type

configurations, one out of every two rows of seats will also be blocked off.

In addition, the following provisions will be put in place:

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures and recommending that masks be

worn, as well as signage indicating the room's maximum capacity placed at

the entrance and shown on the room's video display (provided it has one and

it is otherwise unused.

▪ Chairs with tablets will be removed.

▪ A hand sanitiser dispenser will be available at all entrances.

▪ If the size of a room permits, separate entry and exit flows should be

organised and indicated by floor stickers.

▪ Disinfectant wipes will be available in the room, or the room will be cleaned

after each use (at the very least in order to disinfect furniture and door

handles and empty waste bins for disposable PPE).

• Disinfectant wipes will be provided in specific technical facilities, such

as control booths, dressing rooms and interpreters' booths, or the

facilities will be cleaned as soon as the next shift of technical

operators arrives.

• Disinfectant wipes will be available near equipment for speakers and

the general public (microphones / interpreter headsets, etc.) or they

will be cleaned after each use.

▪ For every panel, every speaker must be given an individual

microphone. Microphones will not be passed amongst the audience.

▪ Each participant must have his own equipment (headset, charger).

▪ Presence of dedicated waste bins for PPE at exits and specific

technical facilities (control booths, dressing rooms, interpreters'

booths). These bins will be emptied several times a day.

▪ The person who has hired the room shall station a member of their

reception staff at the door to ensure that the room's maximum capacity

is not exceeded.

▪ To prevent intersecting visitor flows, decisions should be made

upstream concerning the placement of attendees.

If you are hiring a conference room from Viparis or your event's organiser, the following
measures will be taken:
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1-17.  Fire Safety Control 
Centre

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

▪ A hand sanitiser dispenser will be placed outside the entrance to the

Fire Safety Control Centre and/or at the point where fire safety officers

come in contact with visitors.

▪ Signage listing precautionary measures and recommending that masks

be worn will also be placed at the entrance to the Fire Safety Control

Centre.

▪ A plexiglass divider will separate fire safety officers from visitors.

▪ The Fire Safety Control Centre premises will be redesigned to create

more distance between workstations or to install plexiglass dividers

between them.

Fire safety officers will be outfitted with PPE in accordance with guidelines

given to service providers.

Fire Safety Control Centres managed by
Viparis will be outfitted as follows:
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1-18.  First-aid station 

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

If your event includes a first-aid station, its location will be clearly indicated at the entrance to each site (or each part of the site where the 

event is taking place). The location should also be included in the site map that your organiser provides to its exhibitors and visitors.

If your organiser has opted for one, your event may include a first-aid station.

He or she will inform you of this.
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1-19.  
Communication

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

A communication kit, with a full set of Viparis's visuals in French and

English, is appended to these guidelines should organisers wish to reuse

them as part of their own visuals. Vector files will be provided on request.

The venue's website will clearly display information, either on the home page or

via a direct link from the home page, concerning:

▪ Precautionary measures and the wearing of masks

▪ Which entrances are open and closed

▪ Specific entrances for events (if applicable).

If, prior to an event, an organiser would like specific event-related elements to

be mentioned – e.g. that mask-wearing will be monitored or that temperatures

will be taken, etc. – these will be included.
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1-20.  Viparis's safety 
protocol for staff

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

Viparis has put in place a rigorous operational protocol for its

employees that includes:

▪ Recommended or mandatory wearing of masks while on site, based on

each person's duties. Staff whose duties bring them into close proximity

with visitors shall be required to wear masks.

▪ Before returning to work, all employees will be given training that will

cover, among other topics, precautionary measures to be taken at all

Viparis sites, what to do in the event of a suspected case of COVID-19,

guidelines for working in offices and meetings rooms, and organising

meetings with people from outside the site.

▪ Depending on an employee's duties, specific procedures have been

drawn up concerning the use and handling of equipment.

Official exchanges between Viparis and the organiser regarding Covid-19

precautionary measures during events shall be shared with all on-site

staff.
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Random daily checks will be carried out by Viparis's teams on the full

range of sanitary measures implemented at each site. Any

shortcomings observed will be immediately pointed out and corrected.

In addition, on-site premises used by Viparis teams (offices, meeting

rooms, rooms for welcoming customers at Exhibitor Services) will be

cleaned and disinfected according to a daily cleaning schedule and in

the teams' presence.



1-21. Viparis and its long-term concession holders (with 
staff who have a permanent workplace at a Viparis 
site)

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

Guidelines have been drawn up between Viparis and its service providers

concerning how service providers' employees carry out their duties on

site.

They will be given to each employee's manager, who must sign for them.

Viparis will draw up specific instructions with each long-term concession

holder based on the area of activity.

These will be made available to the organiser upon request. They will

cover:

▪ Cleaning and disinfection

▪ Safety measures

▪ Maintenance

▪ Deliveries

▪ Reception areas

An events calendar and specific COVID-19 instructions discussed

between Viparis and organisers will be distributed to every Viparis long-

term concession holder.

A weekly update on health and safety measures will be carried out with

each long-term concession holder. Nevertheless, any failure to comply

will be immediately reported to the site's COVID-19 contact person

without waiting for the weekly update.
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management 
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MEASURES
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▪ To limit potential interaction during the setup phase and

optimise the provision of technical services, exhibitors must

prepare their orders in advance for services from Viparis.

Depending on the event, orders can be placed either using

Viparis's online sales site (https://www.viparisstore.com/) or via

a website set up by the organiser. Please see the Exhibitors

Technical Guide for your event to learn more about placing

orders.

▪ To avoid oversights, Viparis, working closely with organisers,

will put in place a system of reminders and email alerts starting

30 days prior to an event's opening day.

▪ Regarding access for deliveries during the setup and

dismantling phases, you must submit access requests for

vehicles either using the Logipass system

(https://logipass.viparis.com/) or via the website set up

specifically by your event's organiser. Please consult the

Exhibitors' Technical Guide for your event to find out how to

register your vehicles.

▪ During the setup phase, Exhibitor Services will also be on hand

to assist with any changes and adjustments to your orders.

▪ To keep interactions to a minimum and encourage social

distancing, we ask you to place any supplemental orders using

Viparis Store or the organiser's website as long as these options

remain available online.

▪ You can also contact us beforehand at the Viparis Technical

Hotline at + 33 (0)1 40 68 16 16. You can discuss your needs,

receive advice and place your orders remotely. If necessary, a

technical assistant can also visit your stand to clarify your

requirements (by appointment).

▪ At the venue, payments by cheque or cash will not be accepted.

Only credit card payments will be allowed.

ON-SITE RECEPTION BY EXHIBITOR SERVICES PRIOR TO THE EVENT 

2-1.  Placing orders



2-2.  Organising your stand, maximum capacities and 
welcoming visitors 

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES

▪ You will need to calculate the maximum capacities at your stand and its

ancillary spaces, taking into consideration social distancing measures and

general regulations concerning fire safety and public order in Public Access

Buildings (ERP). Limiting the number of pieces of furniture at your stand

creates open spaces.

▪ You should adjust the number of people working at your stand, taking into

account its surface area, the social distancing rules in force and, of course,

the presence of visitors. As a guideline, the UFI, the global association of the

exhibition industry, recommends a maximum of 2 simultaneous visitors at a

conventional stand measuring 9 m².

▪ Display the maximum number of visitors allowed at your stand.

▪ Arrange how your visitors will be received by identifying an entry point and,

where possible, a waiting area. Provide hand sanitiser, particularly as a

preventive measure for the handling of products on display if this is

unavoidable. Apply precautionary measures and wear a mask or visor if

social distancing is not possible.

▪ Do not put out food or sweets that are freely available for everyone. If you

provide catering services at your stand, make sure that your service provider

implements the preventive measures recommended by the health

authorities.

▪ Use contactless solutions, such as exchanging business cards via

smartphone, paperless documentation, payment by credit card, etc.

▪ Individual IT equipment must be provided to each employee present at

the stand. Do not use shared items, such as pens or leaflets.

▪ Arrange for employees at your stand to wear fabric or disposable

paper masks. You should also have hand sanitiser for individual use

by your employees and for collective use by your visitors (in a pump

bottle, for example), antiviral spray or wipes to clean contact surfaces

on a regular basis, and plastic bags for discarding masks and wipes

after use.

Viparis Store has a special COVID section where you can place

orders for hand sanitiser, masks and disinfection products.
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Maximum capacities are adapted for each event, based on event type, expected turnout,

forecasted daily flows, and the total number of participants anticipated throughout the

entire event, as well as health and safety recommendations in force.
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Depending on the type of event and stand you have chosen (space-only

stand fitted out by a decorator, or shell scheme stand), standard cleaning for

your stand may be included in your service package, or you may have to

specifically order it from the cleaning company chosen by the organiser.

You should therefore check your Exhibitors' Technical Guide to see if you

need to carry out any specific procedures.

In addition to cleaning services, we recommend (based on the number of

visitors to your stand) that you disinfect visitor contact surfaces on a regular

basis. These include reception counters and furniture such as tables, chairs

and display cases if they are touched by visitors. Other surfaces such as

touch screens, devices that control technical equipment on display, payment

terminal keypads, computer keyboards, etc. should also be disinfected.

To make cleaning and disinfection easier, preference should be given to

furniture with smooth surfaces (laminates, hard plastic or plastic-coated)

which is easily cleaned. Avoid fabric upholstery on chairs and armchairs

which is more difficult to disinfect.

Materials and equipment supplied by Viparis will be disinfected when

installed (such as electrical boxes and sinks). Make sure to keep them clean

and accessible at all times, and regularly disinfect them with an antiviral

product, such as those used for food preparation (at food and beverage

trade shows, for example) or for cleaning kitchen equipment.
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2-3.  Stand cleaning 
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▪ Be sure to register requests for vehicle access during setup and

dismantling phases using Viparis's Logipass system or via the organiser's

website. This essential step allows us to assess the volume of vehicles

anticipated, and to make the delivery process as smooth as possible.

▪ When you arrive on site, follow the traffic routes that your organiser has

put in place, and comply with the instructions given by the traffic control

personnel.

▪ To keep things moving, limit your parking times for loading and unloading

operations to the strict minimum.

▪ If you have hired handling staff, organise your delivery operations with

them prior to your arrival. This will streamline unloading and reloading

times for lorries.

▪ No more than two persons per vehicle.

To maintain social distancing, visitor flows must be

anticipated and managed
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2-4. Visitor flow 
management



2-5. Protocol in the event of suspected Covid-19 cases 
and dedicated isolation room 

▪ Alert the Fire Safety Control Centre

▪ Precautionary measures: an FFP2 mask should given to the person

suspected of being infected as well to as all accompanying

personnel. Limit the number of additional people

▪ The route used to transfer the person to the isolation room should

avoid contact with other visitors as much as possible.

Where applicable, trigger an alert using the StopCovid app.

▪ The Fire Safety Control Centre or first-aid station shall alert emergency

responders (SAMU) and request that the individual be evacuated to a

designated hospital.

▪ The immediate vicinity should be aired to protect people in contact with

the patient. Avoid staying too close together or in the same enclosed

space.

▪ Initiate procedures for isolating those who have been in close contact

with someone suspected of infection: question the patient, identify and

isolate those who accompanied him or her to the venue, identify all

others who may have had contact with the patient (other visitors,

service providers, exhibitors, etc.).

EXHIBITORS 
GUIDELINES 
SAFETY 
MEASURES
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IF THERE IS A SUSPECTED CASE OF COVID-19, 
THE PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW MUST INCLUDE:

ONCE A PERSON HAS BEEN PLACED IN ISOLATION:

VIPARIS has put in place a procedure for handling suspected cases of COVID-19 among its staff and the staff of long-term concession

holders.

The organiser must draft a similar procedure, which should be transmitted to all service providers and exhibitors. It should also be

clearly visible to the public at strategic locations: reception counters, entrances, etc.

▪ Each site has set aside one or more spaces that can be used to isolate suspected cases of COVID-19 among its staff and the staff

of long-term concession holders.

After the alert is over: disinfect the premises, spaces and any equipment involved. Designate a back-up isolation room
until the previously-designated room is once again available. All access to the isolation room is prohibited during this
period.
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2-6.  Masks and PPE: 
compliance checks
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If the health authorities make mask-wearing

mandatory or if the organiser decides to

implement this during an event, the system for

checking, and the locations where checks will be

carried out, should be jointly reviewed

beforehand by the organiser and Viparis.
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▪ Preparing your orders for technical services from Viparis or the

organiser.

▪ Building and fitting out your stand with a decorator or stand designer.

Removal of setup waste in skips previously ordered from the event's

designated cleaning company. Given the short time-frame for setup and

dismantling, it is likely that a number of different professionals will be

present simultaneously. Everyone present must comply with the

instructions set out in the organiser's Overall Coordination Plan, in

particular social distancing measures and compulsory mask-wearing,

whether by installation service providers' employees or your own staff.

▪ Delivery of equipment and products for display.

▪ Handling of empty reusable packaging (removal after delivery, return at

the beginning of the dismantling period).

▪ Acceptance of the stand and testing of the materials on display.

▪ Stand cleaning and disinfection prior to the event's opening to the public.

You must comply with precautionary measures at every stage of your

stand setup. Washrooms will be open in the exhibition areas to allow

people to wash their hands on a regular basis.

It is vital that you carefully prepare for

your arrival at the site, taking into

account the presence of multiple service

providers and the process of setting up

your stand, including:
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2-7. Setup / Dismantling



2-8. Cloakrooms

You can also use your stand's storage area (if it has one) to store your

belongings. Before doing so, please wrap them in plastic wrap to avoid

possible contamination from or to others' belongings.

EXHIBITORS 
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Due to the potential volume of personal belongings or luggage, and the difficulty of separating items of

clothing, the use of cloakrooms for visitors and exhibitors is not recommended.

As an exhibitor, if you have your own vehicle, we recommend that you leave your personal belongings

(except for valuables) in it to avoid burdening cloakrooms and luggage rooms.
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1. Essential information for each exhibitor about safety measures to follow

2. Governance structure and safety measures between the organiser and Viparis

3. Communication kits

4. Exhibitor Guide

5. Simultaneous events

6. Cleaning services

7. Reception services

Appendices
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